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€500.000,00SALE VILLA IN THE STRAIT OF MESSINA

Building Surface:

205Mq 

Land Surface:

665Mq 

Energetic class Status

Area Municipality Province Region Nation

Villa San Giovanni

Agency

Ville Casali Real EstateB

Costa Ionica Reggio Calabria Calabria Italy

New



DESCRIPTION

Villa for sale in the resort Cannitello in the municipality of Villa San Giovanni in Reggio Calabria

The villa is located within incomparable landscape qualities of the Strait of Messina.

Cannitello is a hamlet of Villa San Giovanni, in the province of Reggio Calabria. It overlooks the Strait of Messina and is one of 

the loveliest and most characteristic areas of the sea of   Calabria . The resort is situated entirely along the Calabrian coast of 

the Straits and is one of the few villages with houses that face directly on the beach, which offers a unique panorama that 

sweeps in the days of clear weather, from Capo Vaticano Islands Aeolian.

From the promenade that connects the center Cannitello of Villa San Giovanni you can admire the waters of the Strait 

perpetually restless and their color changing, due to the stronger currents around the Straits of Messina and the Sicilian 

coast, the weather is calm, it seems even closer to the phenomenon of the Fata Morgana, a traditional element, exclusive of 

the coast of the Straits of Reggio Calabria.

View of the pier in Santa Trada and Torre Cavallo from the sea

The landscape is dominated by one of the Pylons of Messina iron, 224 meters high, located on the hill of Santa Trada, that 

from December 1955 to September 1994 interest cables to carry the electricity from the mainland to Sicily. This structure, 

now abandoned and given a concession by Enel for a period to the municipality of Villa San Giovanni, remains a valid 

testimony of archeology structural engineering. Since summer 2003, the pylon is fully lit at night, as was the case since 2000 

for the twin of Torre Faro.

The villa for sale is located in scenic spot in direct visual relationship with the places celebrated by literary and pictorial 

representations between Sicily and Calabria; the strait and Cape Pelorus, the ruins of Torre Cavallo and the Pylon of the 

disused power line.

The house was conceived as a kind of telescope Strait, whose orientation allows you to enjoy the view to the sea and the 

towns of Villa San Giovanni and Messina, with a cone of vision that expands from the snowy peaks of Mount Etna to the Bay 

of Joy Tauro, allowing you to observe the archipelago of the Aeolian Islands.

The detached villa is composed of a single elevation above ground with a flat roof, a basement and large outdoor areas 

including a terrace, gardens and parking area.

The ground floor houses the living area with living room with sea view, a dining area and kitchen; and a block composed of 

bathroom serving the living area, a laundry room and the garage, which is reached by a flight of connection to the main 

entrance.

From the living area leads directly to the terrace with swimming pool, through which you enter the shower area to a local 

swimming pool and underground services, with bathrooms at the pool and a storage room and a boiler room.

The first floor houses the sleeping area, comprising two double bedrooms, one with dressing room, both overlooking the 

loggia of relevance and sea view, so even a large distribution space designed as a reading room / study and two bathrooms .

The sleeping area also enjoys another terrace-panoramic sun at high altitude, wooden floor and only accessible by plane at 

night.

The interior and exterior will be made of quality materials: the walls of the bathrooms, slabs of white Carrara marble and 

designer fixtures, window frames, certificates for energy saving, custom made of laminated wood, interior doors, tailored in 

wood.

The outside of the villa will be built with walls covered in travertine, with large windows that take advantage of transparency to 

the benefit to enjoy the view in contact with nature.

The outdoor area of   the property will be mainly evergreen garden thanks to the decision to include plants Olivo, plant 

species of low scrub and Mediterranean gardens, gorse bushes and oleander, prickly pears, aromatic and medicinal plants 

such as rosemary and the 'agave.

The fence underdeveloped land will be built in reinforced concrete covered with stone, with variable height in relation to the 

contours of the land itself and where it is possible using gabion wire mesh and stone and paths within the area to green to 

achieve the plant species planted will be made to lawn.
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